
 
Young Horse Performance Series 2014 – 3rd leg – The Burgh 
 
Ice cold winter conditions and much activity at 6am on Saturday 21st June  at The Burgh Equestrian Centre saw Nicole de 
Villiers and her team prepare  the venue for the 3rd Leg of the Young Horse Performance Series.  Popular Course Designer, 
Brendau Kok, cast his magic and designed inspired courses for the third leg of this magnificent series.   
Conrad Fick has had a long association with Peter Berkers, an International Dutch Warmblood Inspector,breeder and judge. 
Conrad had organised for Peter to give a clinic whilst visiting South Africa and kindly offered his services as one of our Potential 
Show Jumper judges.  Peter Berkers offered valuable advice to all the winners and his kind encouragement of the series is 
greatly appreciated. Tony Lewis once again assisted with the judging, his knowledge and experience in the show jumping arena 
has no equal. The two men were often seen in deep conversation, without a doubt the breathtaking horses the cause! They 
were joined by the stylish Rita Mare who added a touch of elegance to the trio. Rita and her lovely Lorelock horses have always 
supported the series. Once again, our esteemed photographers, Hennie and Heather van den Berg, were there at the’ crack 
of.....’ to ensure that everyone had a photographic record of their day! 
Pieter and Chrisna Oosthuizen kept the show running smoothly, raking arenas and seeing to the catering. Their lovely son Ian 
Vermeulen, provided the judges box with all their requirements : his school eraser, calculator, clean coffee cups and most of all 
an appealing smile! 
 
4 Year Old 
 Potential Showjumper 
 
A number of ’new’ 4year olds have joined the series and are making their presence felt. Due to the structure of the series, each 
leg is judged as a ‘stand alone’ leg as well as cumulative points for the overall winners so joining at any stage is advantageous 
for the serious breeder.  
Ryan Andrews and his attractive SAW stallion Kellow Quite Wonderful (by Quartz D’Eclipse(Holst)ex Wunderbar(SAW) mare) 
was the winner - his second win in this series, placing them overall second after three legs of the series. 
Arnold Botha’s Thoroughbred stallion  Milmac’s Vita Bella ( by Toreador  xx ex Zabeel xx mare)  came second, and the 
consistency of this lovely Thoroughbred places them in the lead at this stage in the overall standings.  Ursula and Craig Wearing 
were thrilled with their young Tobiano gelding Saratoga King of Hearts (by Waldemar(KWPN) ex Carrick (KWPN) mare)   who 
impressed the judges and came third. Another newcomer to the series, Carolyn Coetzee’s SAW  Assegai Silver Fir (by 
Supreme(Hann) ex Rico (KWPN) mare) came fourth. This lovely chestnut is a full brother to Carolyn’s 5 year old winner Assegai 
Shapiro. 
 
5 YEAR OLD 
 
The show jumping winner, SAW Assegai Shapiro (by Supreme(Hann) ex Rico (KWPN) mare) has only competed in two legs thus 
far, but remains a contender for the overall prizes. Nicky Whitfield’s  imported mare Collado’s Christie (Collado(Holst) ex 
Carprilli (Holst)mare) ridden by the experienced  James White came second, giving them a commanding lead in the series thus 
far. Third place went to the SA Boerperd Carel Hancke Carina (by Carel Hancke Goliath (BP) ex Canello(Holst) mare) well ridden 
by owner Gary Grieveson. Fourth place went to the Namibian bred Locarno Chacoelo(by Chacco Blue(Holst) ex Consuelo(Holst) 
mare) owned and ridden by Michelle Wilson with SAW Branic Bullet Proof (by Belmondo(BWP) ex Filou des Mesnils(BWP) 
mare) owned by Dean von Berg and ridden by Sam Lofts in fifth. 
 At this stage only three 5 year olds have full scores, but with another leg to go, and the option to drop the worst score, they 
cannot rest on their laurels! 
In the Potential Showjumper section, Callaho’s  Quinzy ( by Quintender(Holst) ex Escudo I(Hann) mare) ridden by Adrian Brink 
was the preferred choice of our judges. He has a creditable  9 point lead from 3rd placed SAW  Rathmor Cognac ( Capriccio 
(Holst)ex Wachmann III(Hann) mare) ,but as all who know her, Catherine Deare will put up a ‘good fight’! Second place went to 
Dontaire (by Valdez(KWPN) ex Voltaire(KWPN) mare ) owned and ridden by Megan Fick, a new entry in the series. SAW Nova Stud’s 



Neuland Nightlife(by Numero Uno(SAW) ex Caesour xx mare)ridden by Arnold Botha was fourth with another newcomer to the 
series SAW  Callaho Fanatiker (by For Pleasure(Hann) ex Heartbreaker(BWP) mare) and Vanessa Lyon in fifth. 
6 YEAR OLD 
 In the Showjumping section, Claire Martin and her  SAW Leaping Leo ( Lothario Lad(SAW) ex Larry de la Bryere Last 
Step(Holst) mare) won this class convincingly, also securing a top spot in the overall rankings thus far. Inneke Sauermann has  
upped her game on her Thoroughbred Salsa Dancer (by Key to Love xx ex Rambo Dancer xx mare) to come second followed by  
Jeanne Korber on Style Fragrances Callaho Fiorella(by For Joy(Hann)ex Raphael(Westphal) mare) in third. Fourth place went to 
Danielle Delaney and SAW Saratoga Trinity (by Waldemar G(KWPN) ex Divine King xx mare) and fifth to Roland van der Keere’s 
Tannenhof Step Upp (by Larry de la Bryere Last Step(Holst) ex Noble Ambition xx mare) superbly ridden by the ‘young horse 
specialist’ Jason Phillips . Jason had a record 8 rides at the show and looked suitably ‘bushed’ at the end of the day!  
 Gail Foxcroft managed to gently guide SAW Equifox Sting (By Shiraz (Hann) ex Heartbreaker (BWP) mare) around the course, 
despite his exuberance, and they now hold second spot in the overall jumping rankings. Ursula and Craig Wearing’s  SAW 
Saratoga Ankhesanamun (By Waldemar(KWPN) ex Nile Game xx mare) moves to third spot overall and Leigh Gudmanz moves 
to fourth place overall on  SAW Bona Vista (By Bonheur(SAW) ex Best by Test xx mare) 
 The Potential Showjumper section   was won by  SAW Style Fragrances Callaho Fiorella(by For Joy(Hann)ex Raphael 
(Westphal)  mare)  who impressed the judges, followed by Equifox Sting (By Shiraz (Hann) ex Heartbreaker (BWP) mare). Third 
place went to SAW Capital Don Costello (By Don Cumarco (BWP) ex Ulior (BWP) mare) owned by the London Lane Stud and 
beautifully presented by Ian van Schalkwyk. Fourth place went to the imported Belgian Warmblood gelding Ickx (by Nabab de 
Reve(BWP)ex Filou des Mesnils(BWP)mare) owned by Liz Ladeira and ridden by Tracy Carney. 
Ian van Schalkwyk and the imported  Callaho’s  Ludanos ( by Ludwigs As (Old)ex Lordanus(Holst) mare) owned by the London 
Lane Stud retain their lead in the overall rankings in this category, with  SAW Equifox Sting (Shiraz(Hann) ex 
Heartbreaker(BWP) mare), still hot on their heels. SAW Leaping Leo ( Lothario Lad(SAW) ex Larry de la Bryere Last Step(Holst) 
mare) and  SAW Saratoga Ankhesanamum (By Waldemar(KWPN) ex Nile Game xx mare)are currently in third and fourth place. 
After Leg 4, everything can change, because each horse  can drop their worst score, and so the horses in the top spots could 
easily change! 
 
7 YEAR OLD 
The Showjumping section was won by Lorraine Porter and her Thoroughbred  gelding First Class (by Dynasty xx ex Fine Edge xx 
mare) bred by Paul + Lindi Garlicki , with the imported Holsteiner mare Cefania(by Carnaby(Holst) ex Carpaccio(Holst) mare) 
owned by Samira Rexrodt and ridden by Gail Foxcroft in second place. Third went to Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos( Lagos(SAW) 
ex Land Earl (Holst) mare)  owned and ridden by Carolyn Coetzee and fourth place to Roland van der Keere’s Tannenhof 
Belamie (by Beau Veneur (SF) ex Wedekind II (SAW) mare) ridden by Jason Phillips. 
Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos( Lagos(SAW)ex Land Earl (Holst) mare) now leads the field in the overall rankings with Locarno 
Cruise Control (by  Caprivi(Nam WB) ex Consuelo (Holst) mare) bred by Claus Kok and ridden today by Sue van der Merwe 
moving into second place. They are followed by First Class by Dynasty xx ex Fine Edge xx mare) and SA Boerperd Calista 
Generaal (by Lang-Carel Viceroy (SAB) ex Lang-Carel Harmonie (SAB) mare) ridden by Jaques du Plessis moves into fourth 
place. 
The potential  showjumper section was won by Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos( Lagos(SAW)ex Land Earl (Holst) mare) 
 and Cefania (byCarnaby(Holst) ex Carpaccio(Holst) mare) once again coming second.  SAW Tannenhof Belamie (by Beau 
Veneur (SF) ex Wedekind II (SAW) mare) came third and in fourth place we had  NAMWB Locarno Cruise Control (by  
Caprivi(Nam WB) ex Consuelo (Holst) mare).Overall rankings at this stage are Swazi-Lizhkar Land of Lagos, Locarno Cruise 
Control, Calista Generaal and First Class .  
At this stage, we only have three Namibian Warmbloods in the series -  two bred by Claus Kok of the Locarno Stud and one 
bred by Reinhard Voigts of Voigtskirch Stud. The leader thus far in the ‘Best Namibian Warmblood’ section is Locarno Cruise 
Control followed by Locarno Chacoelo – a good result for Claus. 
 
After a very full and exciting day, with constructive commentary from our ‘imported’ Dutch judge, we look forward to Leg 4 of 
the series which will be held at on Saturday 16th August at Kellow Park – see you all there! 
 
 
 


